
WRITE A NOTE ON THE DUCHESS OF MALFI AS A REVENGE TRAGEDY

PLAYS

â€œThe Duchess of Malfiâ€• is a macabre, tragic play, written by the English dramatist John Webster. But the violence
and horror scenes give it the touch it needs to be a revenge tragedy. The Cardinal and Ferdinand, the brothers of the
Duchess, are very much against their sisterâ€™s re.

The horrific way in which he describes torturing and killing his sister show the revengeful attitude in which he
is. He goes to graveyards and digs out dead bodies like wolves. The revengeful brothers are both villains. The
play is sometimes ridiculed by modern critics for the excessive violence and horror in its later scenes. The
Cardinal hires Bosola to kill Antonio. Another aspect of a revenge tragedy is that the persons involve in the
revenge ultimately feels remorse for what they have done and in most cases it leads to their damnation. But
her brother is right when he thinks that she will go against his will. In the play Ferdinand goes mad, the
Cardinal sees images, Bosola repents for his evil-doings and ultimately they face death in an unnatural way.
Bosola suspects that Cardinal is hiding something and uses Julia to find out the secret that the Cardinal was
behind the plot to kill the Duchess. Ferdinand is informed of her marriage as soon as her first baby is born, and
she has two other children before Ferdinand acts to have his revenge. She is also witty and clever, helping her
keep up with her brothers' banter, and has a tenderness and warmth which they lack. He was made to kill her
and was again being used to kill Antonio. The Duchess, when she enters, accepts the fruit from Bosola, and
quickly starts going into labor. A typical Jacobean Revenge Tragedy contains the following conventions: - the
play should be set into five acts as laid down by Seneca in his original rules of tragedy. He also wants to dip
their bed-sheets in pitch or sulphur, wrap them in those bed-sheets and then set fire to them to burn like a
match stick. Find your Free English Literature Essays. A revenge tragedy is a tragedy in which the tragic
calamity is brought about by the pursuit and accomplishment of revenge. Like her rake counterpart, each
heroine is to a certain extent frank about her sexual needs and desires. In other words, she mocks the
patriarchal authority by getting married of a man who belongs to low class regardless of her brother's
recommendation and that is what threatens the stability of the state. Bosola comes wearing a mask bringing a
guard with him to arrest the Duchess. Synopsis[ edit ] The play is set in the court of Malfi Amalfi , Italy, from
to  Webster was producing a commercial product in a competitive market, and grisly representations of killing
and corpses proved profitable. Thus Bosola proves himself to be rascally servant of the English revenge plays.
She elopes with Antonio and bears him three children secretly. The last two acts of the play have an
abundance of them. Her brothers, Ferdinand and the Cardinal, forbid her from remarrying, seeking to defend
their inheritance and desperate to evade a degrading association with their social inferiors. But it is â€¦show
more contentâ€¦ Ferdinand meets the Duchess in the dark because he had vowed not to see her again. Help is
not forthcoming, for the gentlemen from the beginning of the previous scene, while they can hear him calling,
have no desire to go to his aid because of his previous order to not at any cost try to help Ferdinand. He was
feeling the pricks of his conscience. Instead, he mistakenly kills Antonio, who has just returned to Malfi to
attempt a reconciliation with the Cardinal. He condemns it because he thinks that it shows a lustful nature. He
cannot accept the fact that his twin sister has a lover in secret. These conditions were associated with a
diminishment in the influence of traditional institutions such as religion and the aristocracy and the rise of new
institutions to replace them. Julia presents Pescara with a letter from the Cardinal, which states that she should
receive Antonio's property, and which Pescara grants to her. Restoration drama is not just about wordplay and
intrigue; it is about spectacle, about formal visual set pieces, about cultural prestige offered by a theatre that
could create these effects. There is also a variety of minor roles including couriers, servants, officers, a
mistress, the children, executioners, etc. Bosola kills Ferdinand, and is left with the dying Cardinal. Wit is also
a comic and clever way to woo a member of the opposite sex. On his crying for, Ferdinand enters the room
and gives mortal wounds both to Bosola and the Cardinal. Another aspect of a revenge tragedy is that the
persons involve in the revenge ultimately feels remorse for what they have done and in most cases it leads to
their damnation.


